READY TO RESTORE
ONSITE MANAGED BACKUP VAULT
Our ready to restore onsite vault is a physical backup device that resides at your premises
and allows for near-instant data restoration. This makes it ideal for businesses with strict
recovery-time objectives and those who cannot afford any downtime.

The onsite vault

Backup and restore
at LAN speeds

For businesses
with high RTO

The ready to restore vault is installed
on your premises, but is owned and
wholly managed by GCOMM. You will
be provided with one vault for each of
your locations. The vault allows for
high speed backups and near-instant
data restoration, keeping your business
running smoothly.

Data from your servers is collected
by the onsite vault. At the same
time, your backups are also
replicated to our remote backup
locations. If data restoration is ever
required, ﬁles can be quickly and
easily restored from the local
environment at LAN speeds.

The onsite backup vault is ideal for
businesses that require frequent
backups and speedy data
restoration. With our ready to
restore vault your critical data
resides locally, encrypted and
compressed, allowing for seamless
business continuity.

Flexible storage

High RPO for less

Cloud to premise backup

Our backup service can be scaled up
or down and our onsite vaults provide
you with various storage capacities,
ranging from 250 GB to 10 TB of data.

Keep as many versions of your
backup locally as you wish and roll
back or restore data to any point in
time. As your data resides locally,
there are no bandwidth costs.

If you have data residing in the public
cloud, you can back it up directly to your
premises by deploying an onsite vault at
your ofﬁce. This provides you with a local
copy of your data in case your cloud
provider goes offline or is unavailable for
an extended period of time.

CONTACT US TO SPEAK TO A SOLUTIONS CONSULTANT WHO CAN HELP YOU
WITH YOUR DATA PROTECTION NEEDS.
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